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Abstract  

 
Based on the Linked List Visualizer developed at California State University, San Marcos, we 
had built an interactive, adaptive tutor (LLV Tutor) to help students master the effects of 
individual C++ statements on a linked list, instead of demonstrating “large scale” operations 
as in other systems. Using the tutor, the student will learn how to implement a linked list class 
in C++ without causing segmentation faults and memory leaks.  They key features of the LLV 
Tutor include visualization of the linked list, immediately feedback, and mastery learning. 
 
This project removed errors from the LLV Tutor and extended the LLV Tutor with improved 
feedback messages and remedial exercises to help correct student misconceptions. Moreover, 
the student can now restart all the exercises after completing them.  To aid in monitoring of the 
students, the system now differentiates among different student types.  Therefore, the project 
has brought the LLV Tutor to a stage where actual students can use it. 
  



Chapter 1 – List of Things Accomplished   
In 2016, the web-based Linked List Visualizer was developed at California State University, 
San Marcos to help students visualize the effects of individual C++ statements on a linked list, 
instead of demonstrating “large-scale” operations as in other systems [Vu 2016]. 

In 2017, Mihir Kale updated the Linked List Visualizer with the Linked List Tutor module 
(LLV Tutor) [Kale 2017].   The LLV Tutor is implemented using PHP for graphical user 
interface and student diagnosis, C++ for linked list simulation, and MYSQL for the database. 
 
In each exercise, the LLV Tutor asks the student to perform a large-scale operation on a linked 
list.  For example, the student is asked to add a node or delete a node from different positions 
of a linked list. The student must choose individual C++ statements to accomplish the task. The 
Tutor monitors and saves the moves made by the student and gives immediate feedback on the 
steps. The student is not allowed to move onto a different large-scale operation until she has 
mastered the current one. They key features of the LLV Tutor include visualization of the 
linked list, immediate feedback, and mastery learning. 
 
To bring the LLV Tutor to a usable stage, we made several improvements to the system. 
 
Improvement: Remedial Exercises 

The primary goal of our project is to extend the tutor to include remedial exercises for the 
misconception-based errors made by the student.  This improvement adds adaptive learning to 
the tutor, giving a different set of exercises based on student performance.  It will also ensure 
correcting the misconception. 

The LLV Tutor monitors every move made by the student and saves the number of 
misconception-based errors made by the student along with various other data. If the student 
makes any misconception-based error while solving an exercise, the tutor redirects the student 
to a corresponding remedial exercise.  

There are six common misconceptions identified by the LLV Tutor. They are: 

Code Misconception 
1 A pointer can point to itself. 
2 Memory Leaks are harmless. 
3 The right side of “=” is moving. 
4 The list can loop around. 
5 The list can end with non-null. 
6 F (Front) can be used as a temporary pointer. 

 

The steps involved in achieving remediation are as follows: 

Step 1: The first step is to identify an incorrect move and display the corresponding feedback. 
The move made by the student is compared with set of moves identified as misconception-
based moves and a corresponding misconception notification is displayed. 

Step 2: The misconception flag is raised the first time the student commits a misconception-
based move. The student may redo the last step. The student will continue solving the exercise 



until the ‘FINISH’ button is clicked. The student is then redirected to a corresponding remedial 
exercise associated with the student misconception.  

Step 3: Once the remedial exercise is completed without errors, the student is redirected to the 
last exercise in which the student committed the misconception-based error and is required to 
solve the exercise once again without any errors. The exception to this is if the student has 
committed more one type of misconception-based errors then more remedial exercises are 
required to be solved by the student before returning to the regular exercise to continue solving 
the exercise. Only by completing the remedial exercises, the flags will be set as off.  

Improvement: Starting Over the Exercise Again 

Once the student has completed all the exercises without any misconception-based errors then 
after completing the last exercise the student is given an option to start all over again from the 
first exercise. The button for redoing the exercise is displayed below the congratulations 
message in the congratulations page. In the previous version of the tutor, the student had to 
register as a different user to redo all the exercises.  

Improvement: Distinguishing Different Student Types 

In the registration page, a new field is added to classify the student of different classes and the 
public. The goal of introducing this field is that once the actual database is connected to the 
field, it can be used to differentiate the students of a particular course and monitor their 
progress. It can also be used to limit or restrict access to only particular classes of students. 

Improvement: Removing Errors 

In this phase of the project, we identified “bugs” in the LLV Tutor and removed them as 
described in the next chapter. 

Tasks to Accomplish the Above 

Steps involved in adding the new features are as follows: 
1. rewrote the linked list simulator in C++, 
2. rewrote the graphical student interface in PHP, 
3. implemented additional diagnosis in PHP, 
4. implemented changes to the databases in MYSQL, and 
5. conducted a small formative evaluation to further improve the system.  

  



Chapter 2 – Overall Error Details 
Few errors/bugs were present in the LLV Tutor when we started working on the project. The 
list of the errors that have been rectified are as follows. 

Error 1: Misconception number 5 not caught. 

Misconception number 5 is the “LIST CAN END WITH A NON NULL POINTER”. A list 
modified by the student cannot end with NON NULL Otherwise; the tutor should show an error 
message. Previously this was not the case. Even when the Rear → Next is not NULL the error 
was not caught.  

This error has been rectified by creating a condition in the program that if the list is ending 
with NON NULL then a misconception flag is raised and the student is notified immediately 
through a feedback message.  The student after completing the regular exercise is redirected to 
a corresponding remedial exercise. 

Error 2: The new node created having NULL 

Previously when the new node was created, the pointer in the new node was already set to 
NULL. The pointer in the new node is now made to be dangling now to match the Visualizer. 
This also helps in reminding the student the mistake of not setting the pointer to NULL when 
the pointer is not wanted anymore.  

Error 3: The misconception-based errors not stored the first time. 

Previously when the misconception-based error was committed by the student for the first time 
in an exercise, the misconception message was shown but this error was not stored into the 
database. Therefore, it would not be triggering the remedial exercise.  

We now store the error when it is made the first time, because the student might commit the 
same misconception-based error in different exercises for only once but it should still be 
corrected. 

Error 4: The hint messages for misconception-based errors not displayed correctly. 

Previously when a misconception-based error is committed by the student the feedback 
message did not hint what type of misconception was found. This has been corrected by 
displaying a feedback message “Misconception: The previous move doesn't lead to the 
desired goal of the exercise.” for the first time in an exercise and then displaying the actual 
message “Misconception: Remember that nodes should point to the “next” node in the list. 
If there is no next node, they should point to NULL.” to give the student a hint if the student 
commits the same mistake the second time 

  



Chapter 3 – Design of Remedial Exercises 

The first time a misconception-based error is caught in an exercise, no hint message is displayed 
- only a feedback message. The student can choose to end the current exercise and then proceed 
to the remedial exercise if the student does not know how to proceed. Otherwise, the student 
can try correcting the misconception-based error by herself and then proceed to the remedial 
exercise. If the student commits the same error twice in an exercise then the system displays a 
hint message directing the student towards the right direction.   

The moves identified as a misconception-based error are listed below in the form of a table. 

Table 1 

Code MOVE MISCONCEPTION
1 F = F /F(N) = F(N) Pointer can point to itself.
1 T = T/P=P Pointer can point to itself.
1 T(N)/P(N) = T(N)/P(N) Pointer can point to itself.
1 R = R Pointer can point to itself.
2 F = F(N) Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F = T(N)/P(N) Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F = R(N) Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F = NULL Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F = NN Memory leaks are harmless.
2 F(N) = F Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F(N) = T/P Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F(N) = T(N)/P(N) Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F(N) = R(N) Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F(N) = NULL Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 F(N) = NN Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 R = F(N) Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 R = NULL Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 R = NN Memory Leaks are harmless.
2 R(N)= F(N) Memory Leaks are harmless.
3 F(N) = F The right of “=” is moving.
3 T(N)/P(N) = T/P The right of “=” is moving.
3 R(N) = R The right of “=” is moving.
4 R(N) = F List can loop around
5 R(N) = R List can end with non-null.
6 F = F(N) F can be used as a temporary.
6 F = T(N)/P(N) F can be used as a temporary.
6 F = R F can be used as a temporary.
6 F = R(N) F can be used as a temporary.  

(N) = next 
NN = New Node 
F = Front 
R = Rear 
P = Temporary pointer 
T = Temporary pointer 
 



 
The student must repeat the same misconception exercise until she can complete it without 
errors.  This is part of our mastery learning approach. 
 
Misconception 1: A pointer can point to itself. 

This error tends to occur when the student has to move two pointers to the same location. Thus, 
the remedial exercise for this misconception asks the student to point the two temporary 
pointers (T and P) to a particular position in the linked list without making any unwanted 
moves. The exercise below asks the student to point the temporary pointers to second node 
from the left without causing any pointer to point to itself.   

 

Fig 1. Remedial exercise 1 question 

 

Fig 2. Remedial exercise 1 solution 



 

Misconception 2: Memory Leaks are harmless. 

This error tends to occur when the student has to delete a node of a list. Thus, the remedial 
exercise for this misconception asks the student to delete the front node without causing a 
memory leak. The student will have to first delete the pointer properly before moving the 
pointer. 

 

Fig 3. Remedial exercise 2 question 
 

 

Fig 4. Remedial exercise 2 solution 



 

Misconception 3: The right side of “=” is moving. 

As the title of the misconception says, the right side of the equation is not moving. This 
misconception arises due to having the statement interchanged with left and right side of the 
equation.   The remedial exercise for this misconception asks the student to make a pointer 
move to the same location as another pointer.  In the exercise below, the student must make T 
point to the same place as Rear.   

 

Fig 5. Remedial exercise 3 question 
 

 

Fig 6. Remedial exercise 3 solution 



 

Misconception 4: The list can loop around. 

As the title of the misconception says, the LLV Tutor list cannot be circular where the last node 
points to the first node. The remedial exercise for this misconception forces the student into a 
situation where she is tempted to make the list circular. In the exercise below, the last node 
should be deleted first and then should be added as a new node in the front of the list. 

 

Fig 7. Remedial exercise 4 question 
 

 



Fig 8. Remedial exercise 4 solution 
Misconception 5: The list can end with non-null. 

The remedial exercise for this misconception to force the student to make the end of the list 
NULL. In the exercise below, the student has to make sure the rear node is first deleted and the 
rear pointer is assigned to the previously last node and have rear(next) or R(N) as NULL. 

 

Fig 9. Remedial exercise 5 question 
 

 

 

Fig 10. Remedial exercise 5 solution 



 

Misconception 6 : F (Front) can be used as a temporary pointer. 

As the title of the misconception suggest the F (Front) pointer cannot be used as temporary 
pointer in the LLV Tutor. The F pointer should always point only to the first node in the list. 
In the remedial exercise the student has to make sure the temporary pointer is first assigned to 
the second node and then first node is deleted. The student should not simply move the Front 
pointer to the second node. 

 

Fig 11. Remedial exercise 6 question 
 

 



Fig 12. Remedial exercise 6 solution 

Chapter 4 – Design of Starting over Exercise Again and Distinguishing 
Student Types 

Once the student has finished all the exercises from the first to the last without any errors or 
misconceptions, we would like to allow her to redo the exercises. This was not available 
previously and has been added as a convenience so that the student does not have to re-register. 

 

Fig 13. Starting over exercise again page 
In order to add this page, a new variable was added to a field in the database. This variable can 
be considered as a flag that is raised if there are misconception flags and the latest update in 
Exercise_Completed Field is 10. When these two conditions are met the page is redirected to 
the above shown. Once the student clicks the “start over again”, all the data regarding the 
previous attempts are cleared and it starts over again. This is in order to avoid the error count 
of previous attempts. 

A new field is added in the registration page in order to classify the students who are registering 
to use the tutor. It will help the instructor in charge of a class to identify or monitor the students 
in the class.  It will also help us to analyse data based on student levels to help us improve the 
tutor in the future.  In the future, it can be used for assigning different exercises to different 
classes.  

 



 

Fig 14. Registration page 
 

In order to add this option there is a new field is added to the registration database along with 
the student id and student name.  

  



Chapter 5 – System Source Code and Documentation  
The partial code for different remedial exercises, the start over again button in congratulations 
page, and the distinguishing students in registration page are as follows. 

Registration page: 

if (isset($_POST['signup'])) { 

 $student_name = mysqli_real_escape_string($con, $_POST['student_name']); 

 $student_id = mysqli_real_escape_string($con, $_POST['student_id']); 

 $student_type = mysqli_real_escape_string($con, $_POST['student_type']); 

 $password = mysqli_real_escape_string($con, $_POST['password']); 

 $cpassword = mysqli_real_escape_string($con, $_POST['cpassword']); 

 //name can contain only alpha characters and space 

 if (!preg_match("/^[a-zA-Z ]+$/",$student_name)) { 

  $error = true; 

  $name_error = "Name must contain only alphabets and space"; 

 } 

 if(empty($student_id)) { 

  $error = true; 

  $student_id_error = "The student id should not be blank"; 

 } 

 if(empty($_POST['student_type'])) 

 { 

  $error = true; 

 $student_type_error = "You forgot to select your Student type!"; 

 } 

 if(strlen($password) < 8) { 

  $error = true; 

  $password_error = "Password must be minimum of 8 characters"; 

 } 



 if($password != $cpassword) { 

  $error = true; 

  $cpassword_error = "Password and Confirm Password doesn't match"; 

 } 

if (!$error) { 

if(mysqli_query($con, "INSERT INTO Student(Student_Id,Student_Name, 
Student_Type, Milestones_Achieved, Student_Password) VALUES('" . $student_id . 
"', '" . $student_name . "', '" . $student_type . "', 0, '" . md5($password) . "')")) 
{$successmsg = "Successfully Registered! <a href='login.php'>Click here to 
Login</a>";$query = "INSERT INTO Exercise(Exercise_id, Student_Id, 
Exercise_Type, Attempt_Count, Exercise_Completed, Fatal_Mistakes, 
Non_Fatal_Mistakes, Is_Continued) VALUES('" . $student_id . "E1A0', '" . 
$student_id . "',1,0,0,0,0,1)"; 

if(mysqli_query($con, $query)){ 

$msg = "Successfully inserted a row!"; 

$query = "INSERT INTO SaveList(Student_Id, Exercise_id) VALUES('" . $student_id . "', '" 
. $student_id . "E1A0')";  

if(mysqli_query($con, $query)){ 

$msg = "Successfully inserted a row!";} else {$errormsg = "Error in registering...Please try 
again later!";$msg = (mysqli_error($con))  + " Query = " + $query; }} 

else { $errormsg = "Error in registering...Please try again later!"; 

 $msg = (mysqli_error($con))  + " Query = " + $query; 

 }}  

else { 

$errormsg = "Error in registering...Please try again later!"; 

} 

} 

}  

  



Congratulations page: 

if (isset($_POST['solve_again'])) { 

$message = "solve_again button was clicked."; 

echo "<script type='text/javascript'>alert('$message');</script>"; 

$student_id = $_SESSION['usr_id']; 

$delete_success = false; 

$query = "DELETE FROM Exercise WHERE Student_Id = '" . $student_id . "'"; 

if (mysqli_query($con, $query)) { 

 // echo "Exercise details of the specific student are deleted"; 

$delete_success = true}  

else {  // echo "Error: " . $query . "<br>" . mysqli_error($con); 

  $delete_success = false;} 

$query = "DELETE FROM Move WHERE Student_Id = '" . $student_id . "'"; 

if (mysqli_query($con, $query)) { 

  // echo "Exercise details of the specific student are deleted"; 

$delete_success = true;} 

else { // echo "Error: " . $query . "<br>" . mysqli_error($con); 

  $delete_success = false;} 

$query = "DELETE FROM Misconception WHERE Student_Id = '" . $student_id . "'"; 

if (mysqli_query($con, $query)) { 

 // echo "Misconception details of the specific student are deleted"; 

$delete_success = true;}  

else { // echo "Error: " . $query . "<br>" . mysqli_error($con); 

 $delete_success = false;} 

if ($delete_success == true) { header("Location: llisttutor.php");}  

else {$message = "There was an error in deleting the student details."; 

 echo "<script type='text/javascript'>alert('$message');</script>"; 

}} 



Remedial Exercises: 

This is condition to check for the misconception code each time Finish is clicked 

if (isset($_POST['execute_set_element'])) { 

 global $all_misconceptions; 

 $ini_ptr = (int)$_POST['set_element']; 

 $assi_ptr = (int)$_POST['set_element_number']; 

 $operation = 2; 

 $old_args = $args; 

 setupPreviousVariables(); 

 postSetup(); 

 insertMoveRow(); 

 if ($exercise_type > 0) { 

  insertMoveRow(); 

  $all_misconceptions = ""; 

  $all_misconceptions .= checkMisconception_Code_1(); 

  $all_misconceptions .= checkMisconception_Code_2(); 

  $all_misconceptions .= checkMisconception_Code_3(); 

  $all_misconceptions .= checkMisconception_Code_4(); 

  $all_misconceptions .= checkMisconception_Code_5(); 

  $all_misconceptions .= checkMisconception_Code_6(); 

 } 

Once this is checked and any misconception code is checked, the corresponding remedial 
exercise is shown next. The sample code of the first remedial exercise is as follows 

function backTrack_Remedial_Exercise_1(){ 

 // Remedial Exercise for misconception code 1. A pointer can point to itself. 

 // Point T and P to the second element from left. 

 global $move_count, $attempt_count, $exercise_type, $con, $ini_ptr, $assi_ptr, 
$operation, $is_good_move, $hint_message; 

 if ($ini_ptr == 3 && $assi_ptr == 2 && $operation == 1) { 



  // echo "Move 1 satisfied <br>"; 

  $_SESSION["rem_ex_1_move_1"] = true; 

  $is_good_move = true;} 

 if ($ini_ptr == 5 && $assi_ptr == 2 && $operation == 1) { 

  // echo "Move 1 satisfied <br>"; 

  $_SESSION["rem_ex_1_move_1"] = true; 

  $is_good_move = true;} 

if ($ini_ptr == 5 && $assi_ptr == 2 && $operation == 1 &&  
$_SESSION["rem_ex_1_move_1"] == true) { 

  // echo "Move 1 satisfied <br>"; 

  $_SESSION["rem_ex_1_move_2"] = true; 

  $is_good_move = true;} 

if ($ini_ptr == 3 && $assi_ptr == 2 && $operation == 1 && 
$_SESSION["rem_ex_1_move_1"] == true) { 

  // echo "Move 1 satisfied <br>"; 

  $_SESSION["rem_ex_1_move_2"] = true; 

  $is_good_move = true; 

}} 

In this same way, all the other remedial exercises are coded 

  



Chapter 6 – Preliminary Formative Evaluation   
To evaluate the previous system and the newly improved system we conducted a small survey 
with the students of California State University San Marcos. Eight (8) students took the survey 
from classes of CS211 and CS311. The survey asked the students to run the previous system 
and new system separately and asked to give their feedback on the improvements and what else 
can be added to the system.  

The survey results indicated the average score is 4.25, on a scale of 1 to 5 for the improvements 
from the old to new system. A few errors in the feedback messages were reported by the 
students who took the survey and the errors were fixed. One suggestion was to mix up the 
exercise order in order to not have a regular sequence. There were suggestions for including a 
jump button to go to different exercises. These suggestions will be taken into consideration for 
the future work. 

 

Fig 15. Student rating of improvements 

  
  



Chapter 7 – Conclusion 
 
We have extended the LLV Tutor by adding remedial exercises for the misconceptions, 
adding an ability to redo exercises, and distinguishing different types of students. In 
adding these features, bugs were also removed. 
 
Future Work 

Even though the linked list tutoring system provides a feedback based on the student 
specific moves, there are certain key areas where we can make improvements: 
 

• Right now, the exercises are the same for all types of students.  We should have 
different types of exercises for different classes such as CS211 and CS311 at CSU 
San Marcos. 

•   As of now, the system assigns all the exercises to the students in a specific 
order. 
We should randomize the order of exercises in the future to avoid predictability. 

• We can add a button to allow the student to move from one exercise to another 
before completing the exercise.  However, we need to be careful still to enforce 
mastery learning. 

 
In terms of evaluations, we need to conduct a full-scale formative evaluation and then a 
summative evaluation of the system after the above improvements have been made. 
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Appendix 
 
Source Code: The actual source code is available on the California State University San 
Marcos server with the host id 
 
http:/cgi.csusm.edu/ryoshii/EnhancedPHPCPPTutor/menu/ 

http://www.educationxpress.org/john-anderson
http://www.educationxpress.org/william-hadley
http://www.educationxpress.org/mary-mark
http://ctat.pact.cs.cmu.edu/pubs/Koedinger-Anderson.pdf
http://cgi.csusm.edu/vijay001/EnhancedPHPCPPTutor/menu/
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